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1. Introduction

 In [1] we began formalization of the Breast Imaging Lexicon of American College of
Radiology  (ACR) for automated feature extraction using fuzzy logic. In this paper we
report further development. In current practice, radiologists make a relatively
subjective determination for many terms from the lexicon related to breast cancer
diagnosis. Lobulation and microlobulation of nodules are two important features in the
ACR lexicon. A feature extraction algorithm and experimental software are developed
for these features. They are computationally more effective in comparison with direct
formalization from [1] and were successfully tested.

2. Feature extraction method

A lobular mass is most often benign, although a few malignancies will be lobular.
Lobular malignancies are usually well differentiated pathologically. Furthermore, a
mass with microlobulated  margins has a lower chance for malignancy than one with
indistinct or spiculated margins.  A microlobulated mass would fit into low-
intermediate suspicious category #4 of the lexicon, and would have a 10-20% chance
of malignancy.

According to the ACR lexicon, a mass has “lobular” shape if “it has contours with
undulations”. The lexicon does not define the concept of “undulation” and does not
indicate the size and number of undulations. According to the lexicon the term
“microlobulated margins” means that “the margins undulate with short cycles
producing small undulations.” Different radiologists may have different perceptions of
what the terms “short cycles” and “small undulation” mean. The ACR lexicon does not
provide a unified framework for defining terms in a consistent and objective manner
and again radiologists are left making subjective and individual decisions regarding
these characteristics. This is a typical source of intra- and extra-observer variability in
mammography. In [1] we defined a mass to be lobular if it has a contour with some big
and deep undulations. The margins of a mass are microlobulated if they have several
small concavities (cycles) producing several small and shallow undulations. These
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reformulations are of critical importance. They allowed us to apply fuzzy logic to
formalize terms “some”, “several”, “big”, small”, “deep” and “shallow” for
undulations. Membership functions Fsome(x), Fseveral(x), Fbig(x), Fsmall(x), Fdeep(x) and
Fshallow(x) are constructed for these fuzzy sets.  Figure 1 presents two of them.
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Figure 1 . Examples of fuzzy sets                Figure 2. Examples of  templates

Using these functions we defined lobular masses, microlobulated masses and
masses with intermediate degrees of lobularity and microlobularity.   Direct usage of
these formalizations requires complex computations and image processing. We
developed a modified algorithm. The algorithm is based on image templates
(primitives) to identify elements of undulations, their length, and depth using the fuzzy
sets. Software has template adjustment mechanism and automatic and manual options
for mass extraction. Figure 2 presents examples of templates.  Figures 3, and 4 show
software screens.

        
              Figure 3 . Main Screen                                          Figure 4 . Analysis Screen

We tested the algorithm and software on mammograms from Woman’s Hospital
and LSU Department of Radiology with more than 40  masses. The algorithm had
shown accurate distinction among round, oval and highly lobulated masses. The
algorithm is adjustable for less clear cases using an introduced measure of lobulation.
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